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Editor's note: This is the first of a series ofpapers about Carl-Gustaf Rossby that will be published in the
Bulletin. All papers were presented at the 1998 Annual Meeting of the American Meteorological Society as

part of the Special Session Honoring the Centennial of the Birth of Carl-GustafA. Rossby. Other papers in
the series will appear in upcoming issues of the Bulletin.
ABSTRACT

The many activities of Carl-Gustaf Rossby are described, beginning with his early adventures at sea, and presented
in the context of the meteorological world of his time. His scientific ideas and papers are not discussed except for an
important aspect of his typical approach to analysis of atmospheric and oceanic motion. His success in fostering interaction between different people and institutions is emphasized.
1 • Early sea voyages

Carl-Gustaf Rossby! It is an honor to speak about
this great meteorologist and human being. You are all
aware of his theoretical contributions to our science.
But there was much more to Rossby than his theoretical creativity, and it is this that I will address: he was
not only a synoptic meteorologist, he was the dominant figure in modernizing American meteorological
organization and practice.
As recounted by Tor Bergeron (Bergeron 1959),
Rossby was an outstanding student in both humanistic studies and science and, above all, was always eager to try new things. He came into meteorology as a
student of Vilhelm Bjerknes in Bergen in 1919, spending a year and a half in Bergen, where Bjerknes's group
was working out the description of the polar front cyclone. Rossby participated wholeheartedly in this according to evidence drawn to my attention by Anders
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Persson. First, in his biography of Tor Bergeron,
G. H. Liljequist (1980) records that in the summer of
1919 Rossby suggested that it would be better to use
our present practice of red for a warm front and blue
for a cold front instead of the reverse convention then
in use. Also V. Bjerknes (1943) credits Rossby with
leading the other students in late summer of 1919 to
take turns with duties over the coming winter so the
institute's forecasting could continue.
Rossby then visited the Geophysical Institute in
Leipzig with V. Bjerknes for a year and the Lindenberg
Observatory near Berlin where frequent kite and balloon
ascents were made. But Rossby was unable to convince
the Bergen group to make such observations. In 1921
he returned to Stockholm and joined the staff of the
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute.
I come now to the first relatively unknown side to
Rossby's career—his early practical experience with
the ocean. In 1923 he sailed with a small Norwegian
ship, the Conrad Holmboe (Fig. 1), to the shores of
East Greenland, to help in the establishment of weather
stations for Bjerknes. The boat was caught in pack ice
for two months and almost swamped; equipment had
to be cast overboard and preparations made to abandon ship before helpfinallyarrived. As the lone Swede
79
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The difficult part of the journey where Rossby's forecast
skills—or luck—were tested is
the emphasized portion off the
west coast of Ireland on Fig. 3.
He describes events as follows.
On the third of August
the Atlantic set in seriously. In high seas and
hard wind, that always
held between South
and West and sometimes reached up to full
storm strength, we had
to fightour way southward for 10 days; what
this meant with a fullrigger that could hardly
FIG. 1. The Conrad Holmboe in Tromso, Norway, before sailing for Greenland in 1923.
cruise more than seven
(Courtesy of A. Persson.)
points from the wind is
not hard to see. The
heavy swell, an almost
on this trip, Rossby got a celebrity treatment on his
continuous grey sky, and uninterrupted rainreturn to Stockholm (Fig. 2).
showers made it impossible to take pilot balloon ascents. I therefore concentrated most on
The following year he served as meteorological
the synoptic work, and seldom have any
officer on the cruise of a three-masted training ship for

Swedish sea cadets, the af Chapman. The
ship was to sail around the British Isles
in a counterclockwise direction (Fig. 3).
For his employer, the Swedish Weather
Service, the goal was to determine the
need for and usefulness of marine
weather forecasts. The voyage is described in Swedish by Rossby (1925). He
had several jobs: collect and decode
weather reports, draw weather maps, prepare forecasts, present these to the captain together with forecasts broadcast
from several national weather services,
and take pilot-balloon observations. He
originally planned to take oceanographic
observations also, but the equipment
could not be obtained in time.
He describes his work as follows. "In
the above period, I prepared a morning
forecast at 10 A.M. Greenwich time, except for the 3rd and 6th of August when
no observations were received, and on
September 10 when excessive sea-sickness made almost all intellectual work
impossible."
1098

FIG. 2. Extract from the Stockholm newspaper Dagens Nyheter describing the
trip of the Conrad Holmboe. The headlines read "Holmboes trip, Fight for life for
two months. First telling of the story is presented. Icefloes in witches' dance around
the hull." The inset map shows the path of the Holmboe close to the coast, the
approach of the rescue ship Polarulv from the northeast, and the final trip down
to Iceland. (Courtesy of A. Persson.)
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The wind turned slowly from
SW to W during stubborn rain
showers, but stopped there and
increased slowly in strength.
Our course now bore only 40
nautical miles from Ireland's
west coast; if the strong west
wind continued, we must turn
northward in order not to come
too close to land.

FIG. 3. Rossby'S map of the path of the af Chapman, stopping at Aberdeen
on 7 July, Queenstown (Cobh), on the south coast of Ireland on 14 August and
continuing back through the English Channel and North Sea to Scandinavia.

Evening came, but not the northwest wind, and I went to bed
with doubt in my heart and
rather seasick. I lay there and
stared at the ventilator in the
ceiling without being able to
sleep. Then came a message
from the bridge: "The officer of
the watch reports that the wind
has changed four points to the

weather forecasts been received
with as much interest as during
these days. (Rossby 1925)

Figures 4-6 are copies of the marine
weather maps prepared in 1924 by the
U.K. Meteorological Office, obtained for
me by Anders Persson of the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts. Rossby continues:
On the evening of the 10th certain signs on the chart had suggested a wind-turning to the
NW. The 11th passed under
intolerable waiting. A Northwest wind meant a chance that
in spite of all we could reach
Queenstown on schedule. I myself had 'put my honor in hock'
and walked around pale and
limited in my ability to do more.
FIG. 4. Maritime map for 0700 UTC 10
August 1924 copied from the files of the U.K.
Meteorological Office (courtesy of A. Persson).
The position of the af Chapman is shown by the
bowtie-shaped mark off the northwest corner of
Ireland, as interpolated from Fig. 3. Isobars are
at intervals of 2 mb.
Bulletin of the AmericanAMeteorologicalSociety
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FIG. 5. As for Fig. 4 for 0700 UTC 11 August 1924.
Northwest". Finally. I could turn calmly to the
wall and sleep. (Rossby 1925)

From a careful study of these maps Anders Persson
has commented, "I do not envy Rossby in his situation ! This scenario is rather tricky for a forecaster in the
pre-NWP age because you do not know how much the
vigorous high over Europe will be able to resist the
attacks from the arriving lows" (A. Persson 1997, personal communication).
The picture of Rossby we get here is quite different from the confident theoretical giant that we are
familiar with. From this trip we see instead strength
in forecasting and synoptic meteorology.
To fix this important characteristic, we jump 56
years to the interview that George Platzman had in
1980 with Jule Charney (Platzman 1990). They are discussing Rossby's strengths and weaknesses and his
participation in map discussions at the University of
1100

Chicago that were organized by George
Cressman (Fig. 7). Jule remarks, "But the
fact that he participated so actively, in
fact was the dominant personality in
these map discussions—I mean, he was
sort of the compleat [sic] meteorologist.
I think he was both a synoptic and dynamic meteorologist."
Rossby was finally able to take pilotballoon ascents on the northward trip
through the North Sea. He graphed the
results and estimated values of frictional
dissipation, techniques he probably
learned at Lindenberg. The taking and interpretation of these observations from a
heaving ship suggests mechanical aptitude equal to if not more than average!
He reported that the English forecasts
were the most useful. The forecasts from
Bergen were given in frontal terminology and therefore not understood by the
seamen. But with respect to making his
analyses, Rossby states emphatically
how the Bergen model enabled him to
extract maximum information from each
isolated ship observation. He comes
across here as an enthusiastic exponent
of the Bergen ideas.
The remainder of the cruise was
uneventful except for one cadet who had
his appendix removed in Torquay. But
Rossby's interest in humanistic subjects
cited by Bergeron also shows in this early publication.
The ship had stopped early on for a week in Aberdeen,
giving Rossby time for a trip into the highlands. He
devotes a paragraph to a comparison of the Scotch hills
to the steeper Norwegian mountains, and speaks of ancient robber sites in the valleys that reminded him of
tales by Walter Scott. He compares the hillside situation of Queenstown with the coastal town of Visby on
the island of Gotland in the Baltic, and while at
Torquay, he writes of the pretty women, tennis-clad
men with luxurious cars, and hotels whose elegance
is exceeded only by their prices! He also describes the
ship, riding at anchor in the roadstead on a foggy morning, as a giant white bird slowly lifting its wings to
fly.
Rough as this and the preceding voyage must have
been, our future theoretician Rossby volunteered for a
third sail the following summer, but this time to Madeira!
Vol. 79, No. 6, June 1998
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2. Emigration and success

Routine forecasting work at the
Weather Center in Stockholm was not
fulfilling for Rossby. In 1925 he applied
for and received a fellowship from
the Sweden-America Foundation in
Stockholm. The commonly accepted reason why Rossby came to America is that
cited by Horace Byers in the Rossby biography that he wrote for the U.S. National Academy (Byers 1960): "to study
the application of the polar front theory
to American weather."
However, the Sweden-America
Foundation in Stockholm reports that
Rossby was one of six successful recipients among 90 applicants in 1925
(Mundebo 1997). He received $1,000
"to study dynamic meteorology problems. "
As a study grant this was a goodly
amount. The late MIT professor Hurd
Willett was a subprofessional in the
Forecast Division of the U.S. Weather
Bureau in 1926. In his recollections celebrating the 50th anniversary of the MIT
Meteorology Department, Willett (1977)
gives considerable emphasis to rotating
tank experiments Rossby performed in FIG. 6. As for Fig. 4 for 0700 UTC 12 August 1924.
the basement of the bureau (Fig. 8). And
in fact Rossby's first publication in the
United States (Rossby 1926) discussed the design of
Anders Persson has written me how the Swedish
these experiments, although no results are reported, climatologist C.-C. Wallen once told him how his fain any event, this fellowship was of major importance ther, Axel Wallen, who was then head of the Swedish
for American meteorology and the development of at- Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, called on
mospheric science.
Rossby before Rossby's departure. The elder Wallen
I say this because it seems to me that Rossby would later remembered humorously, "Yes, it would have
not have gained his rapid entry into meteorological been nice to have had him stay, but since Rossby had
circles in the United States without this fellowship, and difficulties to sit still, Wallen understood that he
this entry came at a very critical time for development wanted to find new ways outside. With his nature and
of meteorology.
talent two roads opened for him in the U.S., either he
would go very far—or end in jail!" (C.-C. Wallen be'The annual pay for a grade 1 professional in the 1923 Pay Act
P Rossby get to America.)
was $1,860. The American Meteorological Society has Rossby's
We know that Rossby did not go to jail. And we
copy of his appointment to this position dated 12 July 1926 and a also know that he never did "sit still." However, the
termination dated 11 October 1926. C. Bates (1998, personal com- possibility of going very far in America was not ob1
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FIG. 7. Tor Bergeron (seated on the left), Erik Palmen, and
FIG. 8. Rossby standing beside his rotating tank in the basement
C.-G. Rossby at a map discussion held by George Cressman at of the
the University of Chicago in the late 1940s or 1950. (This picture 1992.) U.S. Weather Bureau in 1926. (Reproduced from Lewis
is thought to have been taken by Seymour Hess.)

This is not that the United States had no history
of sound meteorological thinking. Chester and Harriet
Newton have described this background, mostly from
the nineteenth century (Newton and Newton 1994).
The ideas of the Bergen School had even been published in the 1919 Monthly Weather Review in several articles by Bjerknes. And, as reported in the
Newtons' paper, Clarence Leroy Meisinger, a young
meteorologist in the Weather Bureau, had successfully
applied the Norwegian ideas to a storm in Colorado.
But this initial promise was ended in 1924 by
Meisinger's death in a balloon accident. However, in
addition to the rotating experiments, Rossby did synoptic studies as mentioned by Byers, collaborating
with R. H. Weightman to apply the frontal ideas to
North America (Rossby and Weightman 1926).
Rossby fortunately found a sympathetic soul in
Navy Lieutenant Francis Reichelderfer, then head of
Naval Aerology, who had a desk in the Forecast Division of the Bureau (Bates 1989). Reichelderfer had
studied the Norwegian ideas on his own and was overjoyed to meet someone who had actually worked in
Bergen. He would later take charge of the Weather
Bureau before World War II (WWII), in time to make
the great positive changes that were needed.
The insightful article by C. Bates (1989) describes
how the different personalities of Rossby and
Reichelderfer complemented one another to the great
benefit of meteorological science and practice.
Through Reichelderfer, Rossby met Harry
Guggenheim of the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the
Promotion of Aeronautics. Harry financed a longer
stay for Rossby and appointed him the paid represen1102

tative of the fund to the government's Committee on
Aeronautical Meteorology.
Horace Byers (1960) writes that a series of minor
incidents led to an open clash of Rossby with the
Weather Bureau administration, so that Rossby became literally persona non grata. According to Bates
(1989), the final break came when the new American
hero Charles Lindbergh, recently returned from his
solo flight to Paris in May 1927, asked Rossby to make
the forecast for a flight from Washington, D.C., to
Mexico City. When Rossby did this, it really irritated
Bureau Chief C. F. Marvin, and Rossby was out.
Bates writes that Reichelderfer had urged
Guggenheim to fund a model airway system in California with Rossby in charge. The flights between San
Francisco and Los Angeles were done without radio
and flew up and down the Central Valley. The bureau
already had a simple system, with four reporting stations on the direct route at Oakland, Fresno, Bakersfield, and Los Angeles. Rossby realized that poor
weather could move onto this route from the mountainous side regions and, therefore, developed an areal network of reporting sites with the help of a young
student, Horace Byers.
Bates's description of this development should not
be shortened, and cannot be improved, so I will quote
him:
When finished they had added 30 auxiliary
observing points by charming filling station attendants, fire departments, and other dependable sources to participate. By partying with the
Western Air Express pilots, Rossby also conVol. 79, No. 6, June 1998
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vinced them to use a full-time
company meteorologist, rather
than just phoning downtown
Weather Bureau Offices. (Bates
1989)

As a result, J. J. George became the
nation's first meteorologist hired by a
commercial airline. (Appendix A has
some recollections by Horace Byers of
these developments.) Rossby prepared a
thorough report of the ideas underlying
this approach, and the system was formally turned over to the Weather Bureau
in 1928 (Rossby 1928). His support of FIG. 9. Personnel listing of the meteorological program at MIT taken from a
private meteorology will show up again 1938 letter from Rossby to C. E. P. Brooks, director of the U.K. Meteorological
Service. (Courtesy of G. Platzman)
at the end of World War II.
Thus, at 30 years of age, and only
several years after his arrival in the United States, associate at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
Rossby was an established figure in American meteo- Most are familiar with his many theoretical contriburology. But, it must be emphasized, this was not be- tions in this period to atmospheric thermodynamics,
the hydrodynamics of both ocean and atmosphere, and
cause of theoretical contributions.
his support of Hurd Willett and Jerome Namias in attempts to extend the forecast range to 5 days.
3. MIT years
I am emphasizing Rossby's contributions of a
nontheoretical nature. But I must briefly focus your
In 1928 Rossby became associate professor of attention on a subtle aspect of his most famous theometeorology in the Aeronautics Department at the retical contribution, the 1939 formula for the motion
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). In a few of long waves (Rossby 1939). To illustrate my point I
years this became the first department of meteorology rewrite the formula for frequency instead of phase
in the United States. This emphasis on meteorology speed and for a two-dimensional barotropic plane
at MIT came about for several reasons (Bates 1989): wave in a resting atmosphere:
Reichelderfer had to arrange training for naval forecasters, only temporary arrangements were possible
expi(kx + ly- co t),
(1)
with Harvard; Rossby's effectiveness was well
known; and Jerome Hunsaker, head of the Aeronautics Department, was interested in weather forecast2Qcos Qk
co„
ing for airships.
(2)
a(k +I )>
Rossby had earlier arranged for Hurd Willett in the
Weather Bureau to visit Bergen. He now quickly got
Willett to join him at MIT and together they began to where co is the frequency, k and / are the x and y
preach the gospel of fronts and airmass meteorology, wavenumbers, Q and a are the angular velocity and
at first to naval students, and then to army and civil- radius of the earth, and 0 is the latitude.
Rossby never, in any of his writings, used an equaian students. Figure 9 shows a listing of staff at MIT
taken from a 1938 letter Rossby wrote to C. E. P. tion of motion written in spherical coordinates. He
Brooks, director of the British Meteorological Service. always began with the basic physical ideas expressed
Jorgen Holmboe, recently arrived from Norway, in the simplest possible geometry. This has already
would later join Jack Bjerknes at the University of been emphasized by George Platzman (1968) in his
Symons Memorial Address to the Royal MeteorologiCalifornia, Los Angeles (UCLA).
Rossby's career at MIT lasted for 11 years, from cal Society. Shortly after Rossby's 1939 paper,
1928 through 1939. In 1931 he also became a research Bernhard Haurwitz (1940) pointed out that Rossby's
R

= -

2

2

R
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wave motion was in principle the same as that discovered around the time of Rossby's birth, independently
by Margules (1893) and Hough (1898), in their studies of oscillations of a rotating spherical fluid shell. For
the horizontally nondivergent case treated by Rossby,
Haurwitz developed the exact spherical formula:
P*(0)expi(sA - co t)
H

~

H

2 Qs s = 1,2,3,...
n(n +1) n = s,s +1,...,

(3)
( 4 )

where A is longitude, 5 is the east-west wavenumber,
and n is the total wavenumber. Rossby's formula was
based on a completely intuitive use of so-called tangent plane Cartesian coordinates. This cannot be exact but it was far more profound and useful than the
strictly correct spherical formula of Haurwitz.
The critical point is that Rossby's approach lends
itself to consideration of a continuous distribution of
wavenumbers k and /, whereas the spherical formula
of Haurwitz is for discrete wavenumbers s and n. The
concept of group velocity,
_fdco

™~{dk'~dfy

( 5 )

arises naturally when the wavenumber is continuous.
But when only discrete wavenumbers are allowed, the
concept of group velocity does not arise naturally. And
group velocity is often more important than phase
velocity. The zonal propagation of wave energy and
frequency with the group velocity is a prominent
effect that is now often recognized and is first shown
most clearly by the famous diagram by Hovmoller
(1949) following its formulation by Rossby (1945a).
Furthermore, as a measure of the spread of influences, the vertical and latitudinal components of group
velocity for Rossby waves were also important to
Charney in 1949, when he had to decide how large a
forecast volume was needed for the first numerical
weather predictions (Charney 1949). The answer to
this critically important practical question for the success of numerical weather prediction was therefore
facilitated by Rossby's natural preference for simple
geometries.
Rossby was enormously effective as a teacher and
inspiration to his fellow workers and students at MIT,
1104

Chicago, and Stockholm, as brilliantly described in the
Bulletin article by John Lewis (1992) on Rossby as a
mentor. And in his MIT reminiscenses Professor Hurd
Willett (1977) referred to Rossby as "the soul" of the
department.
At MIT Rossby began his influential practice of
starting new journals. He did this four times. At MIT
and Woods Hole he started the occasional journal
Massachusetts Institute of Meteorological Papers,
later changed to Papers in Physical Oceanography
and Meteorology. At Chicago he began the departmental series Institute ofMeteorology, Miscellaneous Reports. Many issues in this series were prepared in
response to new forecast problems encountered by
military forecasters in the field. They were effective
as training material during the wartime program for
meteorology organized by Rossby from Chicago and
Joseph Kaplan from UCLA.
The Miscellaneous Reports stopped when the
American Meteorological Society began Rossby's
next journal in 1944. This was the Journal of Meteorology, later changed to Journal of the Atmospheric
Sciences. Finally, in 1949, after his return to Sweden,
he began the Swedish geophysical journal, Tellus.
Starting each journal involved getting editorial agreement and help, money, referees, and solicitation of
interesting new articles to establish the journal on a
respected base.
Just before WWII, in 1939-40, Rossby served as
assistant chief for research in the Weather Bureau under Reichelderfer, modernizing research and training
of forecasters.
4. Chicago, the w a r years, and the
Society

Rossby moved to the University of Chicago in
1941 at the beginning of U.S. involvement in World
War II. Horace Byers was his second-in-command at
the university and has described this hectic period
(Byers 1959,1960). In his words, Rossby immediately
fought for the meteorological training program he
knew the military services needed. He organized the
University Meteorological Committee with help from
the geophysicist Joseph Kaplan and from Eldon L.
Johnson. He often commuted to many places, civilian
and military. The result was what was considered the
best military educational program of its time. Byers
remarks that, "Convincing the military that this could
be done best at universities was possible only through
Vol. 79, No. 6, June
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the Rossby charm." About 8000 weather officers were
taught in this and the related air force program (Bates
and Fuller 1986, 53).
In their books America's Weather Warriors (Bates
and Fuller 1986) and Thor's Legions (Fuller 1990),
Charles Bates and John Fuller describe some of these
visits to military centers. In January 1944, air operations following the successful invasion of Italy began
to include strategical bombing raids. Rossby visited
the area for five weeks to study the ability of the local
weather group to support this type of air warfare. His
strong recommendations could not be carried out because of command problems, but the Air Weather
Service did send Jack Bjerknes and Vincent Oliver to
the region to help forecasters. According to Oliver
(1998, personal communication), Bjerknes worked on
the surface frontal analysis and Oliver taught upperair analysis and deduction of cloudiness. Also in early
1944, when General Spaatz of the 8th Air Force in
England needed a weather coordinating staff for his
bombing operations, Rossby had input into the choice
of the American leader of this staff, Colonel Don
Yates. Then, in late 1944, B-29 bombers flying over
Japan met the extreme winds of the winter jet stream
in that area. Rossby was one of the meteorologists sent
there for advice. (Appendix B presents some WWII
experience with jet streams in Europe.)
In the university training program Rossby did more
than organize; he worked on what was taught. The
Miscellaneous Report I remember most clearly as a
forecaster in the Azores is shown in Fig. 10. In this
paper, Rossby, Vincent Oliver, and Mollie Boyden
(later Mrs. Oliver) described how information could
be extracted from an isolated radiosonde and radio
wind ascent. It is easy to imagine that in writing this
paper Rossby remembered his experience 20 years
earlier off the coast of Ireland!
In the midst of this war-related activity, Rossby
served as President of the American Meteorological
Society in 1944 and 1945. The Society had been
formed in late 1919 under the leadership of Charles
Brooks. But even before the invasion of Normandy
in June 1944, Rossby realized that the recent expansion of meteorological knowledge, technology, and
people would require more from the Society than
its amateur voluntary organization could support; a
true professional society was needed. As president
he led this change. In the June 1944 Bulletin of the
American Meteorological Society he described the
goals such a society should pursue. They included the
following:
Bulletin of the AmericanAMeteorologicalSociety

FIG. 10. Miscellaneous Reports No. 2, "Weather Estimates
from Local Aerological Data, a Preliminary Report," published
in 1942 by the Institute of Meteorology at the University of
Chicago for use in the wartime meteorological training program.
The authors are C.-G. Rossby, Vincent Oliver, and Mollie Boyden.
(Note the "Restricted" classification.)

• cooperation between government and private
weather companies,
• professional standards and ethics,
• a personnel file of professional members,
• a file of employment opportunities,
• assistance to private meteorologists,
• encouragement of research in "economic meteorology
• a new technical journal,
• expansion of the Society' s book service,
• expansion of the local seminar program,
• participation in advanced training, and
• assisting colleges develop cultural meteorology
courses.
It is amazing how perceptive this list is. Only a few
major additions have been made; an awards and hon1105
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ors system, TV weathercaster accreditation, the
technical committees with their specialized meetings,
and the recently enhanced scholarship program.
Everything else is only a magnification of items on
Rossby's list.
In 1945 and 1946, with the help of Charles Bates
and the late Frances Ashley, Rossby set out to encourage the use of meteorologists by private industry
(C. Bates 1997, personal communication). Meetings
were arranged with leading businessmen in Chicago,
Boston, and New York, typically with about 40 attendees, at first-class locations such as the Parker House
and the Waldorf-Astoria. Rossby's talk in Chicago was
a masterpiece in its description of recent advances
(Rossby 1945b). Unfortunately, the legendary Rossby
charm was not enough to convince these audiences.
They were satisfied with the free services of the
Weather Bureau.
Fortunately there were determined individuals who
plugged away at carving out a niche for themselves in
the new world of private meteorology. In 1970, the
Society's Award for Outstanding Services to Meteorology by a Corporation was given to a group of these
pioneers: A. H. Glenn & Associates; Murray and
Trettle, Inc.; North American Weather Consultants;
Northeast Weather Service; and Weather Corporation
of America. Through their initiative and that of others, such as Rossby's successor, Henry Houghton, and
the new executive secretary of the AMS, Kenneth
Spengler, private meteorology became a thriving part
of our profession.
Society support for this did not come easy. Captain
Orville of the navy, Colonel Yates of the Air Weather
Service, and Weather Bureau Chief Reichelderfer
helped get grants for this work from the Guggenheim
Foundation and the Friez Corporation. But the treasurer of the Society resigned in protest at devoting
scarce resources to development of private meteorology and placement of discharged meteorologists
(AMS 1997).
Horace Byers (1959) comments in the Rossby Memorial Volume how faculty elsewhere at the university did not believe that Rossby did scientific work
during this time. Yet it was in 1945 that his paper on
group velocity was published (Rossby 1945a)!
In the postwar years, Rossby brought many foreign
meteorologists to Chicago. This was when the jet
stream began to be recognized as a more or less connected circumpolar phenomenon, from the many cross
sections and maps analyzed by Erik Palmen, Chester
Newton, and Herbert Riehl. During this period, Horace
1106

Byers led his independent work on the "Thunderstorm
Project," thefirstof many government-supported field
programs in meteorology. Dave Fultz did his laboratory modeling of atmospheric motions in a rotating
hemispheric shell and a heated "dishpan." At the end
of Rossby's commitment to Chicago, and perhaps
most prophetically, George Platzman began to teach
numerical weather prediction, and Vernor Suomi began his progress upward into satellite meteorology
with his development of a dewpoint hygrometer to
measure stratospheric water vapor.
5. Sweden again

Professor Bert Bolin has recently described the first
25 years of the Meteorological Institute in Stockholm,
which was headed by Rossby during its first 10 years
(Bolin 1997). Interest in meteorology in Sweden after WWII was great enough that two new professorships were established, one for Rossby in Stockholm
and a second one in Uppsala for Tor Bergeron. Rossby
took his chair in 1947 but still commuted occasionally back to Chicago and Woods Hole during the remainder of his life. Some of these return trips involved
duties reflecting a true sense of obligation, as shown,
for example, in Fig. 11.
He continued his earlier tradition of arranging for
many visitors so that his Institute of Meteorology in
Stockholm had a truly international flavor. For example, in a 1991 letter (J. Lewis 1997, personal communication), Bolin lists people from 12 countries with
significant stays during Rossby's 10 years in Sweden.
In his letters to Jule Charney, Rossby mentions more
short-term visitors, for example, from East Germany.
This correspondence with Charney was extensive;
the files at MIT contain 42 handwritten letters from
Rossby to Charney during the eight years beginning
in 1948. Rossby inquired about progress, suggested
ideas and people, and promised quick publication of
manuscripts in Tellus, including the famous paper by
Charney, Fj0rtoft, and von Neumann (Charney et al.
1950) on the first numerical weather predictions.
In the meantime, the Technical Institute of
Stockholm had sent engineers to the United States to
follow progress in construction of electronic computers. By 1952 the "BESK" computer was under construction in Stockholm, following the ideas of von
Neumann and staff at Princeton. In 1953 Rossby arranged an intense effort to apply the BESK to
barotropic weather prediction. The meteorologists who
Vol. 79, No. 6, June 1998
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were most active on this included two Icelanders, three
Swedes, and two Americans. This group in Stockholm
was the first to make numerical forecasts quickly
enough for real-time use (Staff Members 1954).
At this time Rossby became interested in the dormant field of atmospheric chemistry, a completely new
field for him. He quickly developed a group of workers in his institute centered on Erik Eriksson. They
studied the carbon dioxide problem and the artificial
and natural sources of various air- and water-borne
chemicals. The acidification of rain was analyzed and
brought to the attention of industrial nations. Rossby
himself summarized this pathbreaking work in an article published in the Rossby Memorial Volume shortly
after his death (Rossby 1959).
At the end of the article accompanying Rossby's
appearance on the cover of Time magazine in 1956
(Rossby 1956), he is quoted, "Tampering can be dangerous. Nature can be vengeful. We should have a
great deal of respect for the planet on which we live."
He thereby joined the handful of scientists around
the world who issued warning statements in the period just before the explosive appearance of Rachel
Carson's book Silent Spring in 1962. Among the
people later brought into this group of atmospheric
chemists was Paul Crutzen, who shared a Nobel Prize
in Chemistry in 1995.
But Rossby's interest moved
on, as always, and in the last year
of his life he is reported to have
been considering a move to the
Middle East to study the problem of the water cycle.

In April 1940, Germany invaded Norway. At that
time Jack Bjerknes and family were in the United
States on an extended lecture tour. Joseph Kaplan, with
the advice and help of Rossby brought Bjerknes to
UCLA in 1940 to start a new Meteorology Section in the
Physics Department for the training of weather officers. Jorgen Holmboe from Rossby's former staff at
MIT (Fig. 9) and Morris Neiburger joined Bjerknes at
UCLA; Neiburger continued his thesis research under
Rossby while teaching meteorology cadets at UCLA.
These natural moves by Rossby unwittingly set the
stage for the capture of Charney by meteorology.
In 1941 Jule was a graduate student in mathematics at UCLA when he heard a lecture by Holmboe on
a strange subject called "meteorology" and was interested enough to accept an assistantship with
Holmboe. But according to Charney's interview in
1980 with George Platzman (Platzman 1990), it seems
that Jule was not getting much stimulation in dynamic
meteorology until Neiburger introduced him to
Rossby's 1939 paper. Thus we see that Rossby's penchant for mixing people not only introduced Charney
to meteorology via his importation of Holmboe to
MIT, it also kept Jule interested in the field through
his sending Neiburger to UCLA. [Charney also got
good advice from Theodore von Karman at the Cali-

6. Rossby's
gregariousness and
Jule Charney

As many of you know,
Rossby worked at bringing diverse people together, not only
as fellow workers, but also at
parties, which he enjoyed very
much. I shall illustrate the fruitful results of this activity in three
cases involving Jule Charney.
Outside of a dimly remembered FIG. 11. The National Advisory Committee on Weather Control in 1957. Proceeding
lecture at UCLA, Jule did not counterclockwise
from the right, Howard Orville (chairman), Rossby, Captain Fred Barry,
really meet Rossby until 1946 in George Ludwig, Joe George, Kenneth Spengler, Dwight Klein, Francis Reichelderfer, and
Earl Droessler. Rossby reviewed preliminary conclusions of the committee.
Chicago (Platzman 1990).
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fornia Institute of Technology (Cal. Tech.) about the
potentialities of meteorology.]
That influence by Rossby did not involve a party.
In later years one of Charney's active coworkers was the
oceanographer Henry Stommel. On his way from UCLA
to Norway, Jule stopped in Chicago, and Rossby convinced him to postpone his trip for nine months. During this period, Jule and Stommel met at a party at
Rossby's apartment (see p. viii in Platzman 1990).
Over the years there was much fruitful interaction between Charney and Stommel, but the most dramatic
example was Charney's 1955 paper that described the
baroclinic Gulf Stream as an inertial boundary current.
Charney (1955) closed that paper with an acknowledgment of his debt to Stommel: "in whose inspiring company the Gulf Stream problem was discussed over and
over again until it may be said to have solved itself."
But the most important introduction that Rossby
ever arranged took place in August 1946. Dr. Frederik
Nebeker has described how John von Neumann
became interested in weather prediction (Nebeker
1995). He writes that Rossby and von Neumann originally met in 1942. In April 1946 Rossby wrote to
Reichelderfer and to von Neumann suggesting that the
government might support a group under von
Neumann for development of weather prediction using the new computer to be built at Princeton according to von Neumann's ideas. Von Neumann wrote to
the navy in May and then called a meeting at Princeton
in August to discuss this possibility.
Jule had been in Chicago for several months on his
interrupted trip to Norway when Rossby arranged for
him to attend the Princeton meeting and meet von
Neumann. In retrospect, the only significant result of
that August meeting was that Charney and von
Neumann got acquainted. They were then able to work
closely together after Charney returned to the United
States from Norway with his quasigeostrophic theory.
Nothing else of meteorological significance came out
of that meeting in spite of the 20 leading meteorological figures who attended!
Rossby was always interested in atmospheric and
oceanic turbulent mixing; perhaps his main contribution to turbulence came from his mixing of people!

anything mechanical." We have seen, however, that
Rossby was able to take and analyze pilot-balloon
observations on the af Chapman in 1924.
He often had ideas about mechanical matters.
For example, he enlisted the help of Professor
W. Humphreys and several technicians at the Weather
Bureau shortly after his arrival to experiment with
baroclinic waves in a rotating tank (Fig. 8). Professor
Hurd Willett at MIT recalled in 1977 that Rossby believed that forecasters might learn about the atmosphere by watching motions in this tank. This is not
as far-fetched as it might seem; we should remember
that in 1926 no one had ever seen anything but a surface weather map, for small portions of the globe, and
usually only once per day!
At MIT he renewed his interest in observation of
the atmosphere. He arranged for aeronautics professors (Lewis 1992) and later air force students such as
the late Colonel Arthur Merewether (Sykes 1997) to
measure temperature and humidity by means of aircraft ascents. And according to John Lewis (1992),
over a lunch of a hot dog and beans, Rossby talked
Athelstan Spilhaus into studying the behavior of a jet
of water in a rotating container.
In the book Woods Hole Reflections, William
MacLeish (1983) writes that Rossby "designed a
mechanism that could measure temperature continuously from the surface down to several hundred feet."
Rossby's design was developed further by Spilhaus,
Maurice Ewing, and Allyn Vine into the bathythermograph, which became a new tool for physical
oceanography just in time for antisubmarine warfare
in WWII. Dave Fultz recalled for John Lewis (1992)
that Rossby and Victor Starr suggested that he explore
turbulent mixing using the hemispheric shell.
Rossby's second son, Thomas, is a professor of
oceanography at the University of Rhode Island. In
reply to a letter, Thomas wrote of his father as follows:
"although he may have been mechanically inept,
which I think is true, he certainly had no problem in
thinking in mechanical terms." (T. Rossby 1997, personal communication). This seems to me a very fitting assessment of C.-G. Rossby's mechanical ideas
and indicates the very fertile ideas he passed on to
more mechanically skilled individuals.

7. Rossby and mechanical matters
8. Conclusions

Horace Byers, toward the end of his biographical
memoir on Rossby (Byers 1960) says, "A peculiarity
In April 1952 Rossby sent an eight-page handwritof his make-up was his complete inability to master ten letter from Stockholm to Jule Charney (Rossby
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1952). The closing paragraph captures
Rossby's devotion to family, appreciation of nature, and his passion for science
and living (Fig. 12):
This is written at my desk at
5:30 A.M. I have seen the sun rise
over the City, the sky is clear,
my family is sleeping and I can
hear Tommy's breathing in the
next room. All is well with the
world, I am beginning to feel
rested and pray to God the time
will come when I will feel like
going out to sock somebody on
the jaw scientifically speaking,
on general principles. You
can see I am recovering. Best
wishes, R.

FIG. 12. Closing paragraph from a letter of April 1952 from Rossby in
Stockholm to Jule Charney in Princeton.

{The word "recovering" might here
refer to the heart trouble that Rossby had occasionally.)

I will close with a translation of the tribute written
by Tor Bergeron for the Swedish Academy soon after
Rossby's death (Bergeron 1958).
Before him hardly any individual scientist's
achievementand personality would seem to
have had so strong an influence on the contemporary meteorology of his age. There may well
have been more learned theoreticians in this science; there have also been prominent organizers and innovative persons with the same work
capacity. But C.-G. Rossby combined great
gifts in all of these areas, and he had the rare
ability to use them wisely even to the benefit
of practical meteorology. He was also the true
pioneer, who plowed new land and built his
own house, but when the neighborhood began
to feel crowded, moved to virgin soil.
Both they who knew and followed him during
his entire career, and those who had contact
with him only in later years, saw in him the
faithful, helpful, and always encouraging friend
and colleague. No one could withstand his infectious enthusiasm and personal charm; as a
leader he could get even the least follower to
realize his own worth, and he always met objections with gentle persuasion.
Acknowledgments. In preparing this talk, I have received enthusiastic help from many people; most deeply from Anders
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McPherson, Chester and Harriet Newton, Kenneth Spengler, and
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Appendix A: Early airline history in
California

Professor Horace Byers has sent me the following
description of weather forecasting during the early
years in California in a letter postmarked 5 January 1998.
Dear Norman:
Let's get things straight. Rossby and I were the
first airline meteorologists, employed by the
Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of
Aeronautics beginning May 1 1928 at Oakland
Airport for the 'experimental commercial airline' flown by Western Air Express. Rossby
left for MIT in 1928 (August). I left for MIT
in 1929. Western Air Express flew Fokker F50s
Oakland to L. A. Madox Air Lines at the same
time flew Ford Trimotors via Fresno (one stop).
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Before that there were only airmail carriers, although Pacific Air Transport had started to fly
single-engine Boeing 40's—for 2 passengers to
Reno and L.A. to Salt Lake thence east with
mail only. Then things happened fast while I
was away at MIT. Western Air Express was
re-organized to Western Air Lines with the
single-engine Boeings. Then Transcontinental
Airlines was formed with plane plus train L.A.
to New York. A flock of reorganizations made
TWA (Transcontinental and Western Airlines)
now called Trans-World Airlines.
When I came back to California in 1932 all
these changes had just taken place. Western Air
Express had drifted back to Western Air Lines
L.A. to Salt Lake City without meteorologists
so far as I knew. Then [Irving] Krick or Joe
George came into meteorology and Western
Air Lines got bigger planes. TWA was already
hiring honorably discharged Navy and Marine
Aerologists. Krick organized himself at Cal
Tech and Western Airlines. I'm not sure how
Joe George came into the picture, but Krick
took over. Western Airlines faded away and
TWA became the big thing until American
Airlines began in 1933 with cumbersome biplanes.
When I was at U. of Chi. Joe George had organized Eastern Airlines meteorology. Rossby
ignored him and when I proposed him for a few
sessions on fog forecasting in the laboratory,
Rossby and Wexler vetoed it and substituted
the alloted time to exercises on long waves in
the upper westerlies (Rossby waves).

Nissen, who was a ball-turret gunner. The book
(Shields 1997) describes each mission. Having just
presented my talk in which I mentioned that C.-G.
Rossby was asked for advice on the jet stream in the
Japanese area, I was struck by one of the B-17 mission reports describing a jet encounter over central
Europe; until then I had never heard of jet streams
being encountered by Allied planes over Europe, although I was a forecaster in the Azores.
The following extract from Shields's book describes a 12-plane daylight mission flying at 7.6 km
over central Germany. (All speeds and altitudes have
been converted to metric units.)
Monday 29 January 1945 (F.O. 568) (206/
811)—When we reached a point south of
Kassel, we made a 90-degree turn to the north.
The navigators in checking their ground speed
found a puzzling thing. With a true airspeed of
approximately 129 m s , we were getting a
ground speed of approximately 232 m s . The
wind continued until we reached the target.—
We did a 180-degree turn and headed for home,
retracing our incoming route. On this heading
south, we found our ground speed was about
26 m s . We were puzzled at what we were
finding.—When we were back into the debriefing room the navigators asked each other if we
all got the same unexplained wind speed. We
did. From what we know about Jet Streams today, this would explain the phenomenon.
_1

1

_1

Mr. Shields reports similar events on 25 September and 18 December 1944 that are, however, not described so precisely as to wind strength. Charles Bates
suggested several other names to me for information
Joe George was affable and a good friend.
on this topic.
Charlie Bates was impressed by him. But if you
Robert Pettersen, a B-24 navigator in the 466th
can speak about Rossby, there is no point in
Bomb Group, wrote that on 18 March 1945, his group
speaking about Joe George, Rossby barely
knew him.
encountered headwinds of about 103 m s at 7.6 km
over Berlin, leading to heavy losses from antiaircraft
Sincerely and hurriedly,
fire. He reports that it was not uncommon to encounter winds above 51ms at 6.7 km, but in his experiHorace
ence winds above 5 1 m s were almost never
predicted. On the other hand, Donald Baker, a forecaster in the war, writes that none of the B-17 and
Appendix B: The European Jet Stream
B-24 crews he has talked to in the Twin Cities area
in World W a r II
remember an encounter with a jet stream.
Elwood White, librarian at the U.S. Air Force
While in Phoenix for the 1998 AMS Annual Meet- Academy in Colorado Springs, has sent me a copy of
ing I read a history of the 447th Bomb Group (8th Air a short paper by fighter pilot Paul Jensen (1954) deForce B-17s) owned by my brother-in-law Arthur scribing a mission in February 1943 (sic) from Italy
_1

-1

- 1
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to bomb Sofia 675 km to the east. (Note: the date was
undoubtedly January 1944, since the Allies did not
invade Sicily until July 1943.) With overcast over the
Balkans, his group of escorting P-47s was lucky to
recognize suddenly an island in the Danube River
through a break in the overcast, located 160 km beyond Sofia.
Realizing that 320 extra kilometers would exhaust
their fuel, they immediately changed course back to
Italy. Although they were then puzzled by how long
it took to reach and cross the Adriatic, all but one of
the P-47s managed to reach home base, but with empty
tanks. The slower-reacting bombers lost 10 planes, all
from fuel shortage. Jensen remarks that during the day,
measurements showed a west wind of 54 m s at 6 km
and closes his story with the lines, "Nobody had ever
heard of the jet stream at that time, and so nobody was
prepared for it. Today, I understand that they are more
careful." According to his autobiography, the Norwegian meteorologist Sverre Pettersen (1974, 167) arrived in Bari, Italy, about this time (to forecast weather
for the Anzio landing later in January). Hearing of the
disaster, he at once recognized that the existing southnorth temperature gradient would change a weak anticyclonic circulation at sea level into a strong west
wind at flight altitude and that this had evidently been
ignored or underestimated in the wind forecast.
This serious error in a wind forecast occurred
shortly after C.-G. Rossby began a visit to Italy, where
he concluded that changes were necessary in the weather
support for strategic bombing, as mentioned in the
books by Bates and Fuller (1986) and Fuller (1990).
However, Vincent Oliver, who was then sent to this
region with Jack Bjerknes, writes (1998, personal
communication) that their main duty was to help with
cloud forecasts, and "As far as I can remember, neither Bjerknes nor I was ever asked about winds at
flight level—they didn't even tell us how high the
planes flew."
The expression Strahlstromung, that is, "jet
stream," was first used in meteorology by the German
meteorologist Seilkopf (1939). E. Reiter (1961,1967)
and references cited by Lewis (1998,44) mention evidence of strong upper-level winds from cirrus motion
before World War II and an early disastrous encounter by a German high-altitude reconnaissance plane
over the Mediterranean. John Lewis has also drawn my
attention to a recollection by Hermann Flohn (1992,
13) of a flight of 12 English bombers that ran out of
fuel on a bombing raid over France against a wind of
105 ms- in 1943.
_1

1
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Robert Bundgaard (1998, personal communication) recalls hearing Jack Bjerknes refer to the jet
stream in England during the summer of 1943.
Bundgaard, who was in charge of the upper-air section in the U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, has
written me that very strong winds were not unusual
on their analyses, but because the Norden Bomb Sight
did not work well in strong winds missions often had
to be canceled for that reason. This practice would tend
to reduce the occurrence of missions with strong forecast winds and to associate actual encounters with a
jet stream with underforecasts of wind strength.
John Borchert, an operational forecaster at the 2nd
Air Division Headquarters in England, after referring
to his forecasting notes, included this interesting sentence in a letter: "I think we were all aware of a shifting, surging high-velocity stream of varying depth,
which constituted the 'core' of the 'westerlies,' but
were naively awaiting Rossby's conceptualization and
the great power it provided."
In retrospect it seems that the sporadic encounters
with the jet stream over Europe at different locations,
directions, and times did not force the attention of harried meteorologists, airmen, and generals (and professors!) into an immediate study of its organization and
behavior so as to improve its prediction—if indeed that
had been possible without organized observations. On
the other hand, the strength and persistence of the winter jet stream over Japan presented a military problem
too consistent and severe to be ignored.
The above reports certainly do not constitute a serious study of encounters with jet streams by Allied aircraft over Europe; the purpose of this appendix is only
to emphasize that the jet stream was at least an occasional
problem for airmen and weather forecasters in Europe.
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